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Can you
teach me to
fly in the
dark?.
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Some animals use echolocation to
find their way around. Bats make
very high-pitched chirps while they
fly at night. By listening to the echoes,
they can swoop around trees and
catch bugs in pitch dark. Dolphins
use a similar trick to find schools
of fish. They bounce rapid clicks off
nearby objects, then read the echoes
to tell when there’s tasty prey in the
neighborhood.

s 13-year-old Humoody
Smith makes his way through
his neighborhood, he clicks
his tongue: Click! Click! Click! The
sound bounces off trees and
DON’T KNO other objects in front of
E
him. By listening
to the echoes,
As Humoody Smith will
see
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Humoody
can
tell you, there’s more
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than one way to make
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form a map
the hat I
a winning basket.
t
red
in his mind
of what’s
nearby—even
though he’s blind.
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Seeing with Sound
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Humoody is using a method
called echolocation—bouncing
sound and listening to the
echoes to sense objects. It’s not
a superpower. But it does show
how flexible the human brain
can be. Even people who have
lost one of their five senses can
learn to sense the world in new
and amazing ways.
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Humoody was born in Iraq. He
lost his sight at the age of two after
his face was badly hurt. He came to
the United States to get medical care
and now lives with an American
family in Washington state.
He quickly learned to read
Braille with his fingertips and
to use a cane to get around. He
also started clicking, sensing
objects by listening for echoes.
At first it was pretty basic, like
being able to tell when there was a
wall right in front of him.
To help Humoody develop this
skill, his family found him an echolocation teacher, Juan Ruiz, who is
also blind. Ruiz has been echolocating
for many years. Even someone who’s
How does the sound of a kitchen or
not blind can try it, he says. Stand
bathroom compare to the sound of
facing a wall a couple of feet away.
a carpeted room? What about a long
Make some noise by clicking your
hallway? The differences you hear
tongue or talking out loud. Listen
are the same kinds of clues that blind
carefully. Now walk a little closer
people listen to. With lots of practice,
to the wall and keep
Clicking creates outgoing
making your noise.
sound waves.
Can you hear how it
changes as the wall
CLICK
gets nearer?
Experiment with
how your voice or
clicks sound in
different parts of your
home. “Every room
has a different sound
The brain measures how
long it takes an echo to
to it,” Ruiz says.

Humoody goes to
school and likes to
do the same things
other kids do.

come back from a solid
object to tell how far
away it is.
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How do
scientists see
inside a brain?
An MRI machine
or sensors
placed on the
head measures
changes in blood
flow to different
areas of the
brain. Parts that
get more blood
are more active.
Brain scans
show that in
echolocators,
the “seeing” part
of the brain is
active when they
listen for echoes.

their brains have learned to get
detailed information from these clues.
Humoody has never let being
blind slow him down. Learning how
to echolocate is helping him get
around more easily and safely—
especially in places where he can’t
take his cane, like the football field.

Changing Brains
Ooh, the “lab
rat” area is
lighting up.

When a blind person echolocates,
what does he or she see?
Lore Thaler is a scientist who
studies echolocation in the brain.
Using brain scans, Thaler can see
what parts of a person’s brain
are active during different tasks.
Surprisingly, she’s found that when
blind people learn to echolocate,
they use areas of the brain normally

used for seeing.
“They basically reorganize
their brains,” she says. That makes
sense—a blind person doesn’t need
a brain area to decode what the eyes
see. So why not use those neurons to
read echoes instead?
That doesn’t mean they “see”
the same things sighted people do.
Echolocation detects shapes, but not
color or printed words. It’s probably
more like a blurry black-and-white
photo. But by testing the skills of
echolocators in the lab, Thaler has

What do
echolocators
“see”? A street
full of people
might look
something like
this—”brighter”
means a stronger
echo. Though
it’s difficult to
show a picture
of a landscape of
sound!
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Learning to echolocate well takes
time, and sometimes you do run into
things. But echolocator Daniel Kish
believes that blind people should
live boldly and not feel limited.
“Running into a pole is a
drag,” he says, “but never
being allowed to run into a
pole is a disaster.”
Daniel Kish taught
himself to echolocate as
a child and now runs an
organization called World
Access for the Blind to
teach others. He and Ruiz
started a mountain biking
group for blind riders. Hearing
about the blind bikers got more
people interested in learning about
echolocation. Now their students
scuba dive, ski, and climb mountains.
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A Normal Thing
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Humoody also likes to be out? W
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doors, run, swim, and wrestle.
How
When people hear him clicking
d
brai oes th
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k
for the first time, they might
to o now
ask what he’s doing. “But with
itse rganize
lf?
my friends it’s become kind of
a normal thing,” he says.
Humoody has some advice
for anyone who sees blind people, or
people with other disabilities, in their
communities. “Just treat them like
Daniel Kish
you would treat anybody else,” he
taught himself
to echolocate as
says. And remember that they might
a child and now
be sensing the world in ways you
teaches others.
He enjoys leading
haven’t even imagined.

KN

found that they can do much more
than just sense obstacles. They can
often tell whether an object is a tree
or a car or a lamppost, and judge its
size and how far away an object is.
“Echolocation can act almost like a
substitute for vision,” she says.
Human echolocation isn’t a new
discovery. Many blind people develop
it naturally, by playing around with
sounds while they’re young. It’s hard
to know exactly, but as many as 1 in 3
blind people might use some kind of
echolocation.

group bike rides
for blind riders.
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